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MAKE OR BUY – WHY OUTSOURCING
WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS IS MORE
EFFECTIVE

W

arehousing has emerged as one of the

Even as India gears up to become the

most crucial aspects of the modern

global manufacturing hub, it is

supply chain and has been a strong pillar

important that industries and

especially during the recent lockdowns.

businesses understand the role and
significance of efficient and cost

With faster technology adoption,

effective warehousing, that can help

leveraging emerging innovations in AI,

accelerate the growth of the economy at

ML and IoT; warehousing today has

large.

evolved to go beyond just a storage
facility and is a smarter, service driven

Here are the 5 benefits of outsourcing

operation. While this advancement has

the warehouse operations that can

helped the Indian logistics and supply

help businesses adopt leaner and more

chain to reach newer heights, for most

effective profit models.

manufacturers and distributors, it
continues to remain an under-utilised
logistic service offering.
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1. Optimised resources: This is one of

outsourced partner can provide

the primary benefits of outsourcing at

optimsation across the various functions

large, and warehousing in particular.

inside the warehouse ensuring that each

Having a self-managed warehouse

product and customer is treated with the

operation requires dedicated resources

differentiation they require. Working

in terms of people, money, time, as well

with an outsourced partner allows cross

as other extra cost factors.

training and implementation of best
practices across various product

Outsourcing warehouse operations can

categories to ensure expert management

help business owners and internal

of storage, put away, retrieval, inventory

departments to be leaner, and focus on

management, packaging and other

the company’s core competency.

customised value added services.

Company’s can also divert their
resources to research, innovation,

3. Enhanced Market Reach: A self-

training and driving new business

managed warehouse set-up demands

acquisition, while safely enjoying the

considerable CAPEX investments and

benefits of expert warehouse

resources for continuous management,

management at a cost advantage, and

which could be a roadblock for the

minimal initial time investment.

business if this is not managed efficiently
as important is not given and additional

2. Optimised operations: Managing

investment in scale, operations will hurt

warehousing operations is an integral

the company’s top & bottom line.

part of the supply chain. Whether it be

Working with the correct outsourced

for temperature sensitive products like

partner can enable company’s to leverage

food & pharmaceuticals to automotive

on the logistics partner’s existing and ever

parts, electronics and garments, the

expanding network thus making the
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"WITH FASTER
TECHNOLOGY
ADOPTION,
LEVERAGING
EMERGING
INNOVATIONS IN AI,
ML AND IOT;
WAREHOUSING
TODAY HAS EVOLVED
TO GO BEYOND JUST
A STORAGE FACILITY
AND IS A SMARTER,
SERVICE DRIVEN
OPERATION.."

www.warehousemgmt.com

product available closer to the
company’s end user. Making it easier
for quicker expansion without the
investment and giving a better
visibility of OPEXs.
4. Agility and scalability: Depending
upon specific market needs,
businesses can choose to scale up or
downsize their storage and
distribution operations, gain access
to long term or project based
strategic warehouse locations or
even access sector specific expert
warehousing solutions for specialised
or customised needs, on a short or
long term requirement. This can go a
long way in helping a business to
manage its bottom line, optimise
resources while enhancing market
reach and meeting specialised

5. Access to latest tech enabled
services: Outsourcing warehouse
operations and management to
experts can help businesses to
leverage the best in emerging tech
innovations, which in turn, can help
them enjoy effective and efficient
warehouse service. This can mean
better storage, packaging, kitting or
accurate handling of temperature
sensitive cargo, along with a more
transparent and engaging business
operations.
From getting a real time update on
cargo movement and storage, to
having a dedicated dashboard with
regular and well measured inventory
status, tech adoption has helped
clients to make better and faster
decision making.

Mr. Aditya Vazirani, CEO –
Robinsons Global Logistics
Solutions
During the lockdown, a few
businesses could operate,
warehousing was one of them
as it is considered an essential
service. In many states, even
the operations of non-essential
items was allowed to operate
inside warehouses. Several
companies that managed their

consumer demands at a

own warehouses were

comparatively shorter turnaround

adversely affected as they

time.

couldn’t get their products to
customers. This is driving a
shift in the mindset of
consumers to look at handing
over their operations
externally to reputed 3PL
service providers, so that they
can ensure that there are
minimal hiccups in their supply
chain.
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NIRAV DOSHI, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
NIDO MACHINERIES PVT LTD.

"The Warehousing & Intralogistics sectors in India is
currently passing through a transformation phase.
Robotics, machine learning, artificial intelligence,
predictive analytics, intelligent motion control and
voice based solutions are transforming it into an
efficient and technology driven system.."
08 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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"The Covid19 Pandemic has affected many businesses and
they are looking for a flexible and a scalable solution which
will help convert their Capex into Opex..."
What are your best-known
solutions/products/services?

(

We design develop and manufacture a
complete suite of Automation
Robotics Equipment Software which
aims at automating the Intralogistics
Supply Chain and Material Handling
operations in your factory warehouse or
distribution center Some of our best
known products solutions are
Autonomous Industrial Vehicles AGV
AMR Telescopic Belt Conveyors TBC
Dimensioning Weighing Systems
DWS Conveyors Sorters Pick put to
Light Systems PPTL End Of Line
Packing Automation a range of
custom developed Software Solutions
,

&

&
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,
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.
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Which industry sectors are your
customers in, and which ones are
growing fastest?

Our focus industries are Ecommerce
Logistics 3PL Courier Express Parcel
Warehousing FMCG Automotive and
Food Beverages Ecommerce Express
3PL are the fastest growing industries
,

,

,

,

,

&

,

,

,

.

We have developed Autonomous
Mobile Robots AMRs which are based
on natural navigation technology and
are more intelligent flexible and
dynamic to choose their route to the
destination Also we have started our
Robot as a Service RaaS rental
program with an aim to help customers
deploy the Mobile Robots AGVs in their
plant with a nominal monthly rental
charge The idea is to make automation
accessible to all

,

&

What are your most recent product

.

)

,

.

,

(

)

/

.

.

What are the major trends and
developments affecting your
category and your customers, and
how are you responding?

The Covid19 Pandemic has affected
many businesses and they are looking
for a flexible and a scalable solution
which will help convert their Capex into
Opex We have leveraged our rental
business to provide Automation
Robotics as a Service just by paying a
month to month fees rather than
paying a hefty amount as capital
expense
.

&

.

innovations?
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"The

introduction of Production Linked Incentive

(PLI) scheme by Government of India is going to
create a self sufficient economy by boosting the
domestic productions, which will further
strengthen the Warehousing & Intralogistics
sector.."

How does business in 2020
compared to previous years?

company in India currently with
approximately 75 fulfilment centres
24 automated sort centres 70 hubs
2 500 delivery centres We helped
them automate their logistics and
supply chain operations with
multitude Automation Robotics
Solutions Telescopic Belt Conveyors
Flexible Conveyors for loading
unloading parcels Autonomous
Industrial Vehicle for automated
material movement Bagging
Conveyors to transport bags parcels
Dynamic Dimensioning Weighing
System to scan bar code capture
weight and dimension of items
moving on conveyor lines In addition
to this given the PAN India presence
they wanted a single partner to take
care of all their equipment
maintenance and service needs So
even though they buy equipment
from multiple suppliers NIDO is their
go to vendor to take care of the
equipment and keep them up and
running
,

What’s your strategy for succeeding
in the current climate?

,

,

Business has been difficult since March
2020 due to Covid19 but rather than
focusing on profits we focused on
helping customers during the difficult
times through various innovative
measures like webinars to educate
people free service support over video
calls etc We are one of the fastest
growing company in our domain and
we believe in making things happen
Our main focus will be helping clients
automating their operations to come
out of the labour shortage add more
efficiency and throughput to their
operations
;

,
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.
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Can you tell us about any of recent
customer contracts and how you
helped the customer meet their
challenges?

Delhivery is the largest express
10 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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“ Completed 10 years of operation, Started manufacturing of
Automation & Robotics Equipment in a 10,000 sq ft factory/R&D
center, Launched Robot as a service (RaaS) rental program.."
There are 2 more important projects
which we have completed recently We
helped an automotive company picking
and kitting their automotive spare parts
through our Pick Put to Light PPTL
Systems We helped one of the biggest
E commerce companies sorting and
moving their parcels automatically
through Sortbots a fleet of robots
efficiently sorting hundreds of parcels
per hour
.

/

(

)

.

-

-

.

AGVs AMRs to handle pallets
Unmanned vehicles with forks
developed natural navigation
Mobile Robots which is flexible and
dynamic to choose it s own route to
the destination and now we are
launching RaaS programs to help
businesses deploy AMRs by paying
month to month or project basis
&

(

),

'

.

Could you please share your
views on Warehousing and

What’s the latest news from your

Intralogistics Sector for our

company?

magazine readers?

Completed 10 years of operation
Started manufacturing of Automation
Robotics Equipment in a 10 000 sq ft
factory R D center Launched Robot as
a service RaaS rental program
,

&

,

/

&

,

(

)

.

Can you tell us about any areas
where you’re currently making
technical advances?

The Warehousing Intralogistics
sectors in India is currently passing
through a transformation phase
Robotics machine learning artificial
intelligence predictive analytics
intelligent motion control and voice
based solutions are transforming it
into an efficient and technology
driven system The introduction of
Production Linked Incentive PLI
scheme by Government of India is
going to create a self sufficient
economy by boosting the domestic
productions which will further
strengthen the Warehousing
Intralogistics sector
&

.

,

,

,

,

.

(

We are making lots of technical
advancements in Robotics segment
Started with a normal magnetic tape
guided AGV added many top
attachments like belt conveyor chain
conveyor scissor lift etc developed
.

,

,

,

,
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NOOP CHAUHAN, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER,
A VV A SHY A CCI [ DIVISION OF A LLC A RGO LOGISTICS
A ND HINDUST A N C A RGO LTD .]

A

“The covid-19 crisis has placed greater onus on accelerating
warehouse automation and stressed the need for digital
innovation across operational processes to improve supply
chain resilience..."
12 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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“While developing advanced warehousing infrastructure
in line with NBC norms, we strictly adhere to the best of
Good Storage Practices (GSP), Good Manufacturing
Practice (GMP) and Good Distribution Practices (GDP).."

What are your best-known
solutions/products/services?

While developing advanced warehousing
infrastructure in line with NBC norms we
strictly adhere to the best of Good Storage
Practices GSP Good Manufacturing Practice
GMP and Good Distribution Practices GDP
Our warehousing solutions products and
services are aligned to those principles
,

(

(

),

)

(

,

,

We offer state of the art warehousing and
industrial real estate solutions with all due
compliances and have established a
leadership position in the warehousing
segment We are offering highly specialized
chemical warehousing services and solutions
to our customers with strict adherence to
safety norms and environmental
compliances Our service portfolio also
comprises FDA approved temperature
controlled racked storage facilities with FDA
and temperature data loggers in chemical
logistics fully and semi automated
warehousing solutions We also offer
specialized Services in Auto Engineering
Spare Part Logistics through our in plant
logistics line feeding line packaging and
yard distribution centre management
machine critical order management
VOR MDO in automotive and engineering
logistics Avvashya CCI also has proven
expertise in offering milk run pickup and
RTV RTI and RTO services in e commerce
logistics
-

-

.

.

-

-

,

/

&

-

,

,

,

,

,

-

/

,

-

,

.

-

.

Avvashya CCI has a Pan India warehousing
capacity of 5 million sq feet with 2 million sq
feet of warehousing capacity under
development to cater to the requirements of
top global chemical companies and Indian
conglomerates We have invested in building a
robust warehousing infrastructure across Tier I
and II cities in the country characterized by
innovative engineering and quality
infrastructure We also operate technically
advanced industrial and logistics parks
strategically located across India with strong
connectivity to industrial hubs and transport
routes custom designed to meet the
requirements of our clients
-

.

.

.

.

-

.

-

.

(

-

).

.

-

along with product pre retailing processing
and cross dock management We also provide
highly specialized e fulfillment warehousing
services in fashion and retail logistics for our
elite customers

)

Which industry sectors are your customers
in, and which ones are growing fastest?

We have customers spread across diverse
industry verticals
like E commerce Chemicals Food
Pharmaceuticals Automobiles Engineering
SPL and FMCG
-

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

.

-

,

-
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Presently the e commerce sector has been
growing at the fastest pace as
,
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“We are witnessing the emergence of process and service-driven
innovations across the warehousing value chain. Automation
deployment is largely disrupting warehouse
management and supply chain logistics in the Indian warehousing
sector. Warehousing players in the country are realizing the
importance of implementing a smart warehousing model capable of
handling high inventory volumes and having the competencies to
respond to customer needs in real-time..."
people opt for online transactions amid the
pandemic We foresee transformational growth
in the pharma and food segment in the
coming days The auto segment is also
expected to witness strong growth
momentum in the coming days

for customers

.

.

.

.

What are the major trends and

previous years? What’s your strategy for
succeeding in the current climate?

We have managed to maintain a steady growth
pace in 2020 in the face of unprecedented
challenges presented by the covid 19 outbreak We
intend to remain steadfast in our commitment to
driving customer empowerment and creating
value for our stakeholders Our emphasis will be on
strengthening the competencies of our supply
chains through smart warehousing optimization
strategies and a properly implemented EHS
environment health and safety management
system with stringent adherence to audits and
compliances The focus will also be on synergizing
the efficiencies of manpower and automation to
ensure operational sustainability in warehousing
operations
-

developments affecting your category and
your customers, and how are you
responding?

.

.

We are witnessing the emergence of process
and service driven innovations across the
warehousing value chain Automation
deployment is largely disrupting warehouse
management and supply chain logistics in the
Indian warehousing sector Warehousing
players in the country are realizing the
importance of implementing a smart
warehousing model capable of handling high
inventory volumes and having the
competencies to respond to customer needs in
real time Avvashya CCI has always been driven
by technology driven innovation We have
been at the forefront of scaling up digital
transformation across key operational
processes for driving business efficiencies and
delivering a better customer experience
Building a technologically advanced business
model has helped us in improving productivity
accelerating the speed of freight deliveries
from our warehouse and reducing lead times
-

.

.

-

How does business in 2020 compared to

.

-

.

.

,

,
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.

Can you tell us about any of recent customer
contracts and how you helped the customer
meet their challenges?

During the peak covid 19 phase Avvashya CCI was
one of the first Supply Chain Company
Organizations to restart our operations across the
country Additionally we were also actively
involved in helping reduce severe congestion at
the JNPT port by faster inbounds at our
warehouses during this tough times At Avvashya
CCI we
-

,

/

.

,

.

,

--
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“We are aggressively and tirelessly working towards the
integration of our internal systems and also those of our vendors
and customers. This is to ensure greater efficiency and
productivity in the end-to-end supply chain operations for our
customers. We are also looking at attaining standardization of
systems to build a seamless communication framework across our
warehousing & distribution network...."
operate and work with essential services
throughout the year. Talking about our feat in
defeating challenges, one of our clients
include a food warehouse for US-based brand
Cargill which manufactures edible oil at its
plant. Considering edible oil and other food
products were to be used by many Indian
families across the country under the
essential services category and with the
unforeseen covid-19 outbreak, we had to
come up with a robust strategy that would
help us provide our clients unhampered
throughput while practicing all government
advisories and guidelines. We ensured not
only important deliveries but also provided
space to numerous spillover pallets i.e. extra
spillover cargo to our needy customers during
these pandemic times and accommodated
all their requests.
This was possible due to our WMS at all
warehouses, TMS for route optimization in
last-mile deliveries, battery operated MHEs in
a safe and secure warehouse environment
adopting all COVID safety precautions at our
warehouses. Use of Sanitizers, thermal checks,
oximeters, masks, washing hands, SOPs for
Covid-19 precautions, and social distancing
was rigidly followed. This was possible due to
strong leadership, with decisive decision
making at all times, a very collaborative
15 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021

approach top-down and with customers, usage
of all possible technology. and digitization at
warehouses, and sharing of all information at all
times with customers on planning done and
deliveries executed daily. Control tower was
established and worked very well during this
pandemic situation. Real-time solutions backed
by communication and visibility helped us
achieve 100% results during the pandemic
period. In order for us to achieve our goal, we
had to work round-the-clock with less than
50% of the manpower on a 24*7 basis on all
days. This ultimately helped us in achieving
customer delight and satisfaction.
Can you tell us about any areas where you’re
currently making technical advances?

The covid-19 crisis has placed greater onus on
accelerating warehouse automation and
stressed the need for digital innovation across
operational processes to improve supply chain
resilience. We are aggressively and tirelessly
working towards the integration of our internal
systems and also those of our vendors and
customers. This is to ensure greater efficiency
and productivity in the end-to-end supply chain
operations for our customers. We are also
looking at attaining standardization of systems
to build a seamless communication framework
across our warehousing & distribution network.
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PARMEET BHALLA, MANAGING
DIRECTOR, BGSB GROUP

“The rise of
ecommerce has
brought dramatic
changes to the
warehousing sector.
Demand for
Warehousing and
Data centres is
expected to increase
in India. Catering to
this surge in
demand.."
17 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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"The introduction of GST and ease in FDI norms has really
boosted the economy which saw immense internaltional
fund investment in e-commerce sector and start-ups. This
has resulted in great demand of storage space by such
companies, giving boost to our product line which focuses
on high performance industrial floors..."

What are your best-known
solutions/products/services?

Founded in the year 2009
BGSB is a name synonymous
with High Performance
industrial and warehouse
Concrete floors Super Flat
floors for VNA type tall
warehouses FM2 floors PQC
Roads Pervious concrete
pavements Stamped concrete
MicroTopping floors and many
other options BGSB group is a
one stop shop for all your
industrial flooring needs
,

-

,

What are your most recent
product innovations?

,

,

.

-

-

.

Which industry sectors are
your customers in, and which
ones are growing fastest?

The rise of ecommerce has
brought dramatic changes to
the warehousing sector
Demand for Warehousing and
.
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,

.

,

,

.

,

,

,

Data centres is expected to
increase in India Catering to this
surge in demand BGSB is
offering its services to E
commerce supply chain
Warehouses Logistics parks
Industrial units and many more

BGSB s biggest motto is
innovation in technology We
believe the world is rapidly
evolving and so should we
Jointless concrete floors slabs is
the latest innovation using steel
and synthetic fibers integrated
within concrete matrix Jointless
floor slabs allow seamless
movement of robotics within the
facility ensuring greater speed
maximum safety and higher
productivity
’

.

.

.

,

.
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This year’s events have been unprecedented to say the
least. While nothing or nobody could’ve prepared for such an eventuality, BGSB has
managed to ride through the storm. On the contrary, since we are catering primarily to
the warehouseing sector, backed by e-commerce firms, which saw a massive boom
during the lockdown..

What are the major trends and

.

developments affecting your

,

category and your customers,
and how are you responding?

The introduction of GST and ease
in FDI norms has really boosted
the economy which saw immense
internaltional fund investment in
e commerce sector and start ups
This has resulted in great demand
of storage space by such
companies giving boost to our
product line which focuses on
high performance industrial
floors
-

-

,

.

How does business in 2020
compared to previous years?
What's your strategy for
succeeding in the current
climate?

This year s events have been
unprecedented to say the
least While nothing or nobody
could ve prepared for such an
eventuality BGSB has managed
’

.

’

,
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to ride through the storm On the
contrary since we are catering
primarily to the warehouseing
sector backed by e commerce
firms which saw a massive boom
during the lockdown creating a
positive trickle effect for us And I
always believe when the going
gets tough the tough gets going

.

,

-

,

,

.

,

,

.

Can you tell us about any of
recent customer contracts and
how you helped the customer
meet their challenges?

Our recent contracts have been in
line with pre covid times and we
foresee 20 30 growth in 2021
owing to strong e commerce
wave specially in India We
constantly endeavour to cast state
of the art futuristic floors that help
the warehouses perform faster and
better leading to optimum
productivity with maximum safety
And we do that each time Every
time
-

-

-

%

,

-

,

.

-

-

-

.

.

.
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SUUNIL DABRAL, COUNTRY HEAD,
SSI SCHAEFER INDIA

This sector is all set for a
growth
and all for good only.
Ecommerce, retail &
wholesale,
pharmaceuticals,
manufacturing and 3PL
sector have displayed
impressive trends in the
warehousing and
intralogistics. These
sectors have impressive
plans with
more deployment of
technologies, and this
makes India a favorable
market for business..
21 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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"Our short-term strategy is to focus
on our people, keep their morale high, invest in their trainings
and skills development, focus on completing the ongoing
projects, restructure the business plans and focus on the
execution of new orders in 2020 which have been delayed due
to lockdowns..”
What are your best-known
solutions/products/services?

&

Our best known solutions in India
are pallet racking multi tier shelving
in static storage and in dynamic
storage our mobile pallet racking
SOS Pallet shuttle racking are best
known In automation our shuttle
AS RS and conveying and picking
solutions are popular
-

,

-

,

,

,

(

)

.

The major latest trends are towards
AMRs AGVs or we can say more of
robotic based applications We have
these solutions in our portfolio either
inhouse or from our trusted OEMs We
are currently understanding the
sustainable advantage which can be
offered through these solutions rather
than selling them as mere
equipments We have various
ongoing discussions and
engagements

,

/

.

Which industry sectors are your

.

.

“

’.

.

customers in, and which ones
are growing fastest?

How does business in 2020

We have customers in almost all
industries however 3PL and cold
chain industry is expanding fast
along with manufacturing industry

compared to previous years?
What’s your strategy for

,

-

succeeding in the current climate?
.

What are your most recent
product innovations?

SSI s pouch sorter systems are a
unique solution and
on the racking side AGV solutions
integrated with racking systems
make them special solutions
’

.

What are the major trends and
developments affecting your
category and your customers, and
how are you responding?
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Owing to the global pandemic crisis
the overall industry and so our
customers and suppliers have faced
the challenges as priorities have
shifted towards the Important only
matters Foremost challenge for all
was to survive the situation This has
had an impact on the business results
However we could stay close to 2019
results and in 2021 we expect a
recovery better than Q4 of 2020 Our
short term strategy is to focus
on our people keep their morale high
invest in their trainings and skills
,

“

”

.

.

.

,

.

-

,

,
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'#Think Tomorrow A race we can win - this is the pinnacle of
climate conscious companies participating in the 50 Sustainability
and Climate Leaders initiative.."

development focus on completing
the ongoing projects restructure the
business plans and focus on the
execution of new orders in 2020
which have been delayed due
to lockdowns Our overall business
strategy is ready for 5 years and it
involves quite aggressive activities
through various solutions and
services
,

,

.

.

Can you tell us about any of recent
customer contracts and how you
helped the customer meet their
challenges?

We have almost every customer case
study as a unique one due to the
challenges they faced and how the
solution from SSI Schaefer helped
them But specifically we would like
to highlight about our most valued
customer Amul Dairy which has
chosen SSI Schaefer over others to
build their most advanced
automated cheese storage
warehouse This has approx 4000
pallet positions The goals to be
achieved in this project were lowest
footprint optimal civil investment
and minimal manual involvement
.

,

.

.

.

,

.
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What’s the latest news from your
company?

SSI SCHAEFER joins the 50
Sustainability and Climate Leaders
initiative to rai se a voice for
sustainable economical and
future proof material handling
solutions Think Tomorrow A race we
can win this is the pinnacle of climate
conscious companies participating in
the 50 Sustainability and Climate
Leaders initiative The initiative which
aims to leverage innovation and
sustainable business models gives a
platform for making their contribution
to achieving the United Nations 17
Sustainable Development Goals
UNSDG global visibility
https www ssi schaefer com en
in company news ssi schaefer joins
the 50 sustainability and climate
leaders initiative 728180
“
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Can you tell us about any areas
where you’re currently making
technical advances?

Staying ahead in technology has been
at the core of SSI Schaefer We are
working towards deployment of more
technologies which are latest SSI
Schaefer is committed to maintain its
leadership in the market in the most
.

.
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"The efficiency of the warehouses will decide the ultimate
customer satisfaction. Hence companies will continue to
explore to invest in the right technologies and solutions in
their warehouses. Top warehousing leasing markets
in India have witness a growth of more than 75% and
most of the investment is coming from the institutional
investors, developers and PEs.."

technically advanced solutions We
are upgrading our IT our customer
service will employ CMMS
computerized maintenance
management system our solutions
will have more and more green
technologies energy saving features
and will be overall sustainable and
environment friendly We want to
help our customers to achieve their
sustainability goals
.

,

(

),

“

”,

.

.

Could you please share your views
on Warehousing and Intralogistics
Sector for our magazine readers?

more than 75 and most of the
investment is coming from the
institutional investors developers and
PEs This sector is all set for a growth
and all for good only Ecommerce
retail wholesale pharmaceuticals
manufacturing and 3PL sector have
displayed impressive trends in the
warehousing and intralogistics These
sectors have impressive plans with
more deployment of technologies
and this makes India a favorable
market for business
%

,

.

.

&

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

SSI Schaefer has all kinds of solutions
from manual semi automated and
fully automated solutions Being a
global company with its presence in
54 countries SSI Schaefer has the
largest diverse base of global
customers SSI Schaefer can bring in
the best solutions as best practices
being followed on the table for our
customers SSI Schaefer remains
committed to serve our customers in
India from all types of industries
,

Warehousing and Intralogistics sector
will play a crucial role The efficiency
of the warehouses will decide the
ultimate customer satisfaction Hence
companies will continue to explore to
invest in the right technologies and
solutions in their warehouses Top
warehousing leasing markets
in India have witness a growth of

,
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.

,

.

.

.
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DON’T LET LEGACY TECHNOLOGY COMPROMISE
WAREHOUSE SECURITY
By Aik Jin, Tan, Vertical Solutions Lead,
Zebra Technologies Asia Pacific

“Warehouse
operations
using
aging
technology
solutions are
highly
susceptible to
cybersecurity
threats.
Legacy
solutions are
prime targets
for security
threats. They
leave doors
unlocked in
today’s
aggressive
cybersecurity
environment."
25 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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By 2022 an estimated 50 billion
devices will be interconnected to the
Internet of Things IoT 1 globally In
fact IoT investments
in India were estimated to be close
to USD5 billion in 2019 and are
expected to triple to USD 15 billion
by 2021 across both technology
products and services components
By the end of 2019 India had 200
250 million connected devices and
this number is expected to grow
exponentially to 2 billion devices by
2021
,

(

)[ ]

.

Rs 140 million USD1 9 million
in 2020 an increase of 9 4
from 2019
(

,

.

.

)

%

.

,

,

.

,

-

,

Therefore it is vital for
warehouse operators to
modernize their technology
solutions and secure their
operations against data
breaches which are costly and
disruptive Any device
connected to a network is an
endpoint available for an attack
,

.

.

.

As IoT grows rapidly, so does the
quantity of connected devices in
warehousing today. This opens up
innumerable points of access for
cyberattacks with costly
repercussions. According to IBM

Security s annual study the average
total cost of security breaches for
India was about
’

,
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MDM applications because Wi Fi settings
and Bluetooth connections
are not secured against accidental
connections

In these challenging times it is essential
that warehouse operations continue to
run smoothly and that inventory visibility
is maintained

(

,

.

.

Transitioning from a legacy Warehouse
Management System WMS to a
modernized enterprise WMS without
appropriate mobile computers in
place leaving security gaps that are
susceptible to breaches

The need to upgrade solutions to avoid
security threats

(

Warehouse operations using
aging technology solutions are highly
susceptible to cybersecurity threats.

.

security threats. They leave doors

Mobile computers used inside and
outside the four walls could have been
compromised because security
patches have not been managed and
updated proactively on a regular
schedule or because they are difficult
to locate

unlocked in today’s aggressive
cybersecurity environment.

According to Carbon Black 50 of
attacks attempt to island hop which is
to access networks of any
organization in a company s supply chain
This means that inadequate security in
your warehouse puts your business
partners at risk too Based on a
cybersecurity study Indian manufacturing
companies detected the most malware
among the sectors surveyed at more than
28 In addition they have become more
vulnerable to cyberattacks after shifting to
Cloud infrastructure and services 1
Even if IT security for warehousing
operations takes measures to protect the
company from top trending IoT security
challenges emerging threats are
becoming increasingly sophisticated
putting ios day to day operations at stake
Consider the following scenarios
Hackers enter your mobile device
management
,

%

“

”,

'

,

.

.

Malware enters through printer
connections because networked
printers are not configured to quickly
apply security updates

.

,

.

Sensitive data is accessed because
proper encryption and security settings
are not applied to printers in service or
printers are not safely relocated or
retired with data protected by
resetting all user settings and removing
user files Access on mobile computers
has not been restricted to only
business applications and users are
accessing websites or personal email
and accidently downloading malware
To optimize security warehouse
operations and IT decision makers

,

,

,
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Legacy solutions are prime targets for
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need to assess their entire line of
technology solutions from MDM
applications and WMS and enterprise
systems laptops and tablets to
endpoints not commonly recognized as
highly vulnerable such as handheld
mobile computers and enterprise
printers Warehouse 4 0 is here and now
The most secure option for modernizing
warehousing with mobile computers is
to migrate to enterprise class Android
based mobile devices Android based
solutions incorporate security features
which are built in as a core competency
rather than tacked on as an afterthought
More importantly warehouse 4 0 is here
modernization
is in full gear and migrating to
Android is essential for today s
warehouse

offer protection during OS upgrades or
other unauthorized changes encrypting all
connections providing real time visibility
and management and the capability to
remotely update security throughout their
lifecycles
Align practices with the guidelines and
laws established by globally recognized
security organizations including FIPS
140 PCI DSS GDPR ISO and the
National Institute of Standards and
Technology NIST Cybersecurity
Framework
,

—
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What needs to be done to secure the
rest of the technology throughout your
warehouse operations Look at these
measures below to lock down each entry
point
Automate appropriate management
for locating solutions certification
such
as WLAN and Bluetooth security
certifications management
Secure printers security intelligence
inside printers is as important as the
security inside the operating system
OS of a laptop tablet or handheld
mobile computer
Choose printers with embedded
security features such as those that
.

,

.

—

(

)

,
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.

,

)

Modernizing goes beyond security
.

,

?

,

-
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(

-

,

-

Warehouse operations that are slow to
modernize increase their vulnerability
to security breaches with repercussions
that involve compromising the privacy
of sensitive data, operational downtime,
revenue losses, legal or regulatory
infractions and harm to a company’s
reputation.

In addition it is also a missed opportunity
to meet today s on demand economy
requirements Taking
advantage of migrating to a modern OS for
all connected devices and technology
such as mobile computers and printers
will enable workers to fulfill greater
order volume and velocity by streamlining
workflows optimizing efficiencies
and accelerating operations powered with
data driven insights
For more information about warehouse
technology solutions please click here
,
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SVEN WALDHAUS, DIRECTOR MOBILE
SUBSIDIARY KNAPP AG.

“A further great trend is, that automation is
moving closer to the customer now. The MFC and
new urban logistics solutions enable brick &
mortar stores to ease the
challenges of last mile delivery and compete with
major ecom companies."
29 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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'The ecom business has been accelerated due to Covid 5-6 years,
which leads to huge investments into
automation to be able to handle the increasing volumes and the
required short lead times (same day)."
What are your best-known

MFCs as well as individual
automation solutions for big DCs
and Ecom operations which are
attuned to the specific logistical
requirements and growth targets
)

solutions/products/services?

KNAPP provides intelligent
automation solutions including
software for the entire value
creation chain from production
and distribution to the point of
sale We are famous for our fully
automatic pharma and cosmetics
picking robots and we are
benchmark in Shuttle systems for
Ecom warehouses and MFC
automation
,

,

,

.

–

.

.

What are your most recent
product innovations?

One of the greatest innovations
is the new generation of our
shuttle systems the OSR Shuttle
Evo In addition solutions that
combine our shuttle system with
autonomous free moving robots
we call them Open Shuttles
KiSoft our intelligent
software that connects all systems
in the warehouse plays a decisive
role here
–

.

,

,

Which industry sectors are your
customers in, and which ones
are growing fastest?

Our core areas are pharma
cosmetics food fashion for e
commerce and omnichannel
solutions as well as production We
are an important partner in
industry and deliver off the shelf
solutions e g for pharma and
&

,

&
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What are the major trends and
developments affecting your
category and your customers,
and how are you responding?
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"The major move into ecom brings new requirements
on speed and processes into the warehouses.
Flexibility is key and systems have to adapt to new
requirements and have to be easily expandable..”

Due to the economic situation and the
rapidly changing business models
there is a major trend towards greater
flexibility With our range of solutions
our customers have the greatest
possible flexibility in order to be able to
adapt to future conditions
,

.

,

The ecom business has been
accelerated due to Covid 5 6 years
which leads to huge investments into
automation to be able to handle the
increasing volumes and the required
short lead times same day
-

(

,

).

.

If you want to grow now there is only
one way focus on e com Connected
to this is the breakthrough of MFCs in
2020 We are currently going live with
MFCs across the globe and order
books are permanently loaded with
new sites
,

The major move into ecom brings new
requirements on speed and processes
into the warehouses Flexibility is key
and systems have to adapt to new
requirements and have to be easily
expandable
.

.

A further great trend is that
automation is moving closer to the
customer now The MFC and new
urban logistics solutions enable brick
mortar stores to ease the
challenges of last mile delivery and
compete with major ecom companies

,

-

.

.

.

Can you tell us about any of recent

,

customer contracts and how you
helped the customer meet

.

&

their challenges?

In Pharma we have recently gone
live with our benchmark all in
shuttle evo last month in Greece and
the next one will follow up soon in
Saudi Arabia It fulfills all the
requirements of serialization and
trackability with our inhouse SAP
EWM In South Korea we went live
with a fully automated production
line supply system for the high
quality cosmetics production of
AMORE PACIFIC
“

.

How does business in 2020

-

-

”

.

compared to previous years? What’s
your strategy for succeeding in the
current climate?

.

Thanks to the agility and international
orientation of the organization we
have come through 2020 in an
excellent way
,

.
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"The most interesting news for sure is everything
around our new pick-it-easy-robots, who can pick out
of boxes and our intelligent software, which is
connecting the real world with the processes in the
warehouse...."

Last year we have also helped
the Korean Retailer ASUNG DAISO
with a brand automated DC to
replenish their stores faster They
operate more than 1 000 shops and
can replenish them now much more
often by doubling their efficiency
with our KNAPP technology
.

,

.

What’s the latest news from your
company?

-

.

Can you tell us about any areas
where you’re currently making
technical advances?

AI in connection with VISION
technology and machine learning is
for sure the most interesting
technology and the possibilities for
automation use are amazing E g
our robots are learning to see and
pick from the data which is
collected form our world wide
installations in the cloud This is
giving the robots a steep learning
curve and customers around the
globe are getting the benefits of
this cloud based innovation
.

The most interesting news for sure is
everything around our new pick it
easy robots who can pick out of
boxes and our intelligent software
which is connecting the real world
with the processes in the warehouse
The software is furthermore
permanently optimizing and
adapting to a changing demand and
providing data for decision making to
the management of our customers in
real time everywhere and any time
-

-

Please read more about latest news
and COVID 19 related innovations in
our blog and on our website

-

,

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

-

.

With our innovations in the field of
data driven logistics and our flexible
shuttle systems we are well
positioned for future challenges in
our target industries
-

,

.
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In conversation with
Amar Cold Storage

COLD
STOR
AGES
!
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Amar Cold Store

S

pecializing in developing, growing and processing all
fruits and vegetables, milk products, at blast freezing,
food and many more. Amar Cold Storage, established in
the year 1981 & headed by Mr. Surendra Patel, the
stalwart with more than two decades of experience in
frozen food industry, situated at LAMBVEL, ANAND
(GUJARAT, INDIA). Under the guidance of Mr. Surendra
Patel, The company have been able to survive in this
competitive market. His leadership quality, excellent
skills and ethical business strategies have enabled them
to set new benchmarks in the industry.

In conversation with Kshitij Patel, Managing Director, Amar
Cold Storage
During interaction with us, Kshitij Patel describes
that They are taking precautions covid 19 as well
as seeing the good opportunities with growing
their business especially in Dairy Industry (F&B)
and also fulfilling their Temperature requirements
and said-Their main strategy for succeeding in the
current climate is to be constant and Keep
improving their quality & services.
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Influence
of cold storage operation on its
refrigeration system performance

R

efrigeration systems are
widely installed in India
more than 60 years . We have
developed knowhow and
technology to manufacture
refrigeration equipments in
India. We also have world
class design, engineering,
installation and
commissioning team &
knowledge for refrigeration
system.

Fortunately India has
been using sustainable
natural refrigerant
“Ammonia” for over 100
years. Many refrigeration
systems for cold storages
and food processing
industries installed are
more than 20-35 years
old.
They were designed and
installed with technology
available during those days
for cold chain industry in
India since 1930. All world
leading brands on Ammonia

refrigeration have their regional
office or exclusive distributors in
India. ‘
Make in India’ equipment almost
exist on major installations.
Government supports has been
fairly available. Hopefully Indian
standards for refrigeration
system design, Installation, &
safety will be standardized.
India is contributing to ensure
environmental safety.
Knowledge & capability is
available within India to
conceptualize design, Install
world class sustainable, energy
efficient, safe, & simple to
operate Industrial refrigeration
system.
In-house capability and
knowledge are available to
design and install fully
automated plant year-round.
However some of the weakness
of Indian cold chain industry
such as on large sectors, systems
are not designed, installed,
commissioned , operate
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and maintained by qualified
persons; where priority is
provided only on lowest initial
investment , less awareness &
lack of willingness to encourage
industry safety practices in
refrigeration.
Developers see the investment
on safety as non-productive
investment, lack of willingness to
follow authorized applicable
standards, creating SOP/
documents, HAZOP study and
auditing compliance. Plants are
installed and equipment are
selected based on what others
have executed without
evaluating specific project
requirements.
There seems lack of education,
certification and training.
Perception is investing on
knowledge; training, developing
skill are waste of time & money.
Commonly asked question by all
concern is “Are the room
temperature maintained
properly?” if not then always
blame is on refrigeration system

www.warehousemgmt.com

Cold Store Operations
and its team for non-achievement of
required room temperature or the product
parameters. In this article we will focus on
external factors affecting performance in
the refrigeration system, which begins
with conceptualization stage of the facility.
To understand influencing factors on
refrigeration system, we need to study and
understand various categories of cold
storages for food preservation, few of
which are stated below.
· CA storage for long term fruits and
vegetables.
· ACUs
at temperature of 0℃ and above.
· High temperature freezers at -2℃ to
-3℃.
· Low temperature rooms for general
frozen product :-20 to -29℃
· Low temperature storage at -20 to -29℃
with surplus of refrigeration product
received at above -18℃
The refrigeration system is
the main energy consumption source in
the entire cold chain.

A Typical refrigeration system
consumes approx 75% of total
power requirement of cold storage
impacting on operating cost as
shown in Table: 1 below.
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Pursuing the updated industry
trend by
digitalizing &
automation,
optimizes energy
of refrigeration
system and
makes operation
profitable.
There are various
external factors
which contribute to energy
efficient trouble free
refrigeration system. Some
such areas which we need to
concentrate on, are stated
below:
· Availability of power and
water helps for uninterrupted
operation and better system
performance.
· Proper plant security prevents
unauthorized persons entry
and helps to prevents
accidents.
· Unplanned and delayed
loading and unloading
operation brings in continuous
hot ambient, humid air inside
dock and cold rooms affecting
the temperatures maintenance
of the product stored inside
cold rooms. 10 to 12 hours of
loading and unloading

operation in a day can be
considered as heavy
loading whereas
acceptable period is 4
hours
. Loading Docks should be
temperature controlled
designed to prevent hot
ambient humid air entry
during loading/unloading
operation. As shown below
,number of rapid opening
dock doors with dock seal,
dock levellers to be
decided based on fast track
product movement in a
day.
- Room dimension to be
decided based on daily
product intake and specific
customer requirements.
Too large size rooms may
affect temperature
maintenance.
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It is important to constantly monitor
daily input being taken inside rooms
along with inlet temperature of product
w r t designed capacity of rooms and
inlet temperature of product on
both cases maintenance of
room product temperature are not
possible to achieve

which Time Temperature Sensitive
Pharmaceutical Product TTSPP is exposed
to temperatures outside the range s
prescribed for storage and or transport
Temperature ranges for storage and
transport may be the same or different they
are determined by the product
manufacturer

- Temperature Excursions -

Applicable for any product consumed by
human being Preparation and strictly
following special System Operating
Procedures SOP will help to achieve
desired requirement

-

.

.

.

/

.

Temperature excursion is a deviation
from given instructions In case of
certain product this term is commonly
used when maintenance and recording
of uniform product temperature is
absolutely mandatory It is defined in
the WHO Model Guidance as an
excursion event in
.

.

“
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Proper layout as shown below of cold
storage helps to achieve desired results
from the refrigeration system
-

.
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The above sample layout shows
proper location of plant room
w r t Cold rooms location of Air
Cooling Units ACU proper
locations of other utilities such
as charging station entry of
service persons etc This avoids
unauthorised entry and
frequent entries inside the
premises avoiding frequent
entry inside cold rooms for
maintenance and operation
and in turn helps to maintain
proper temperatures Location
of cold room w r t ante
rooms and dock as shown
above also helps to
maintenance of desired room
temperatures Optimum traffic
on material and manpower
movement flow inside cold
room also helps achieving
desired results The number
and size of cold rooms must be
decided based on how much
percentage of products
are for rooms on chiller mode
and those for freezing mode
. .

.
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Cold Store Operations

Initially when plant is new we
may not get clear picture
about plant performance
operation related issues When
plant operation reaches its
maximum set limit then plant
operation related issues start
affecting the performance of
the refrigeration system and
always blame is given to
refrigeration system rather
than looking into factors
affecting performance of the
refrigeration system Facility
owners normally provide more
trust on keeping more and
more production storage
maintenance of temperature
rather than plant performance
its operation and maintenance
and safety These results into
non maintenance of desired
temperature parameters poor
plant performance
rise in energy consumption
increase in running hours of
compressors and increasing
cases of breakdown along with
rise in operating cost
,

&

.

,

Anil D Gulanikar, Immediate past
President of Association of
Ammonia Refrigeration (AAR ) &
Director of ammonia refrigeration
consulting firm “DAG-TECHSERVICES” based out of Pune,
India | Member of AAR, ASHRAE,
& ISHRAE

.

/

/

,

,

.

To conclude following are
salient points to

,

remember:

,

· For any cold chain

,

operation, ensuring
external factor affecting
the desired refrigeration
plant performance must be

.

taken into account.

“ARE THE ROOM TEMPERATURE MAINTAINED
PROPERLY?” IF NOT THEN ALWAYS BLAME IS ON
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

· Thus optimization of
OPEX, system reliability,

The recommended approach to overcome all above external factor
affecting the refrigeration plant performance are as below:

Digitization of entire cold storage activity with remote monitoring helps
to monitor and control external factors affecting the refrigeration system
performance
-

.

-

Reduce human dependence as far as possible

-

We should be able to monitor entire cold storage operation remotely

Automation to be developed to help plant operator to obtain desired
parameters
.
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environment
· Every year proper

external expert will help to

,

optimize the entire cold

.

-

improved working

present operation by
,

,

productivity together with

analysing and evaluating
.

Create proper measures such as data recording bar coding tagging
system etc to avoid human error and intervention
-

safety & security, and rise

storage operation.
.

· While replacement of
equipment if any, Optimize
Capex along with Opex

.
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Payounidhi Tamotia,
President-Sales Marketing,
Kingspan Jindal Pvt. Ltd.

"The Indian market is
on the cusp of a
revolutionary change
with the expansion of
middle class and
affluence coming into
the middle classes. The
increase in demand for
fresh produce, meat
and perishable
packaged foods is
leading to significant
growth in this sector,
which is increasingly
relying on sustainable
cold chain network."
43 | Warehouse Management Digital 2021
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What are your best-known

atmosphere solutions, PEB building, Pre

products/services/solutions?

Fab Construction, Poultry & Hatcheries,

Kingspan was founded in 1965 in

Slaughter houses, Defence, Schools,

Ireland. Today, Kingspan is a global

Hospitality, Pharma, Clean Room

leader in high-performance insulation

application, Hospitals, Fisheries, Marine,

and building envelope solutions

Shelters, Site offices, Commercial

having global Kingspan Group

Buildings, warehousing, Industries,

headquartered in Ireland.

Sheds, Airports, Metro, Railway Stations,

Kingspan globally has 15000 plus

Refrigerated vans, and many more

employees having 156 manufacturing

applications. Few of the segments,

sites an having presence in 70

which are gaining demand is PEB

countries worldwide. Kingspan is

structure buildings, Airports in the

committed to enabling a net zero

country being build, Metro stations,

emissions future and is own as leading

Defence, Hospitals in current epidemic

manufacturer of PUR / PIR /Mineral

situation of COVID. The advantage of

Wool Insulated panels, Access Floors,

using these products is mainly energy

Architectural roofing system,

saving, faster construction, dry

Architectural façade system, Clean

construction, environment friendly, fire

Room, Cold Storage system, Air &

safe.

Daylight systems, Protection systems.
What are your most recent product
Which industry sectors are your

innovations?

customers in and which ones are

It’s been Kingspan mantra for almost 50

growing fastest?

years, Superior u-values + Air Tightness +

The Kingspan Insulated panels can be

Optimized lighting + Renewables

used in almost all segments like Cold

creates low-energy, resilient building

Storages, Controlled

envelopes. Across our business, we are
dedicated to innovation in product and
building design
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to take our built landscape to the next level of
energy-efficiency. Talk to us about
incorporating Kingspan innovation into your
buildings.
Kingspan Quadcore technology is Hybrid PIR
Insulated panel, which has better thermal
properties and is completely environment
friendly and fire safe product. Kingzip Infiniti is
the latest addition to the successful and proven
Kingzip standing seam cladding system,
enabling the most complex and ambitious
3d forms to be created for statement buildings.
Our Kingspan Zero Energy Lighting (ZEL)
solution combines the latest in polycarbonate
rooflight products, LED lighting with smart
dimming controls and photovoltaic
technology to create a bespoke package
that can eliminate lighting energy costs.
"What are the major trends and
developments affecting your category and
your customers, and how are you
responding?
Given in today’s scenario, wherein Energy
being a major concern, Fire safety as
important factor and the need of having
more and more green buildings, faster
completion period of projects, the customers
have started understanding the importance of
going from traditional methodology of
construction to modern advanced and
effective method of constructing a building,
which gives us an opportunity to contribute in
large manner and Kingspan globally is
committed to do so. Any new technology takes
time to accept and slowly the world is moving
in right direction. While the world is pushing
for new technology, it also builds forces

Can you tell us about any recent customer
contracts and how you helped the customer
meet their challenges?
I think at Kingspan, we face challenges very day
whether it is related to Controlled Temperature,
Water & Air control, Energy Cost, Humidity
control, Thermal performance, supporting our
farmers, protecting our food & vegetables, meat
& fish or providing human comfort, our team is
there to provide solutions to our customers and
they are happy to interact with us as we
do not sell products but believe in educating
the customers with the best solution and
guarantee them performance for life.
What’s the latest news from your company?
Kingspan is not only committed to provide best
of the products but also contribute to
environment and as a part of protect the planet

companies like Kingspan to innovate and
provide better solutions to building envelope.
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Opinion
initiative, Kingspan has made the World GBC’s

first decade of this century, is transforming from

Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment,

traditional quantity stores for stand-alone

promising to reach Net Zero operating

commodities to quality cold chain- hence

emissions in our portfolio by 2030, and to

integrating various missing links. Thus, various

advocate for all buildings to be Net Zero in

business models utilizing cold chain logistic

operation by 2050. We are also the key global

services at different stages have been recognized

partner for the World GBC’s Advancing Net Zero

and well established on commercial lines.

global project.
Few, worth mentioning are bulk stores in the areas
Can you tell us about any areas where you’re

of concentrated centers of production,

currently making technical advances?

multi-commodity multi-chambers cold stores

IPN-QuadCore

around areas of consumption, controlled and

Imagine if you could bring a new level of

modified atmosphere cold stores, fruit ripening

performance to buildings... that’s the challenge

chambers, IQF and blast freezing, freeze stores etc.

we set our innovation lab – to push the

More important is the trend towards complete

boundaries of what’s possible from an insulated

refrigerated supply chain for the fresh and

panel core. This scientific breakthrough has led

processed items like, milk and dairy, meat,

to a completely new core material for our

confectionary and pharma, and of course, the

insulated panels that delivers the industry’s

fresh produce.

highest thermal performance, superior fire
protection and enhanced environmental

The Indian market is on the cusp of a revolutionary

credentials.

change with the expansion of middle class and
affluence coming into the middle classes. The

Technology decisions made today can impact

increase in demand for fresh

the value of property tomorrow. That’s why our

produce, meat and perishable packaged foods is

building performance team will be there every

leading to significant growth in this sector, which

step of the way, helping navigate

is increasingly relying on sustainable cold chain

the complexities of a changing legislative

network.

landscape and a competitive property
market. Bringing our expertise in ‘whole

"India is one of the largest producers of

building analysis’ to bear on maximising the

agricultural produce and has abundant

return on building envelope investment. All
backed by peace of mind and a unique 40 year

supply base of different produce. There

thermal and structural guarantee that’s

is an increasing awareness that agri-

unrivalled among advanced building systems.

logistics require to develop with a
delivery bias, to link with demand across

Could you please share your views on Cold
Chain Sector for our magazine readers?

regions, and not merely as a buffer
against local demand. Distance and time

The Indian cold chain industry, once limited

assumes importance as the disparity of

only to a few produce types till as late as the

prices also induces movement."
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Safety

KEEPING WAREHOUSE
WORKERS INJURY-FREE
"Workers won’t
inherently know
they have to do
something a
certain way, It’s up
to each
organization to
appropriately train
employees on
safety protocols.
This training begins
upon hiring the
new worker, when
an employer
provides an
introduction to
occupational safety
and health,
including hazard
recognition.."

THE TRAINING SHOULD CONTINUE UNDER THE SPECIFIC
DEPARTMENT IN WHICH THE NEW EMPLOYEE WILL WORK.
AFTERWARD, REGULAR REFRESHER TRAINING IS NECESSARY
The Common Workplace
Safety Hazards:
1) Working at height
Employers need to identify all
locations where fall protection
is necessary – as well as where
the engineered anchor points
are – and train employees and
regularly audit the fall
protection program.
2) Poor housekeeping:
Another common hazard? Overstacking loads on racks in a
warehouse that bring them too
close to a sprinkler head, which
can limit the sprinkler’s
efficiency in an emergency.
Clutter, leaks or standing water
also can contribute to slips,
trips and falls.
3) Electrical – Extension cords
Blocked breakers aren’t the
only electrical hazard
warehouse consultants
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frequently see. Many electrical
hazards spotted are related to
inappropriate use of extension
cords.
4) Forklifts What’s a leading
cause of forklift-related hazards
in the workplace? What dictates
their activity is production,”
“They’re all under pressure, and
when you’re under pressure,
they start taking
shortcuts.”Shortcuts include
driving with too large of a load
or driving distracted. The end
result may be hitting a rack,
damaging a wall or product, or
even injuring a co-worker.
5) Lockout/tagout: Proper
lockout/tagout procedures can
help prevent serious injuries,
but only if those procedures are
followed. “A lot of organizations,
they’ve got the best procedures
in place, but it’s the

www.warehousemgmt.com

Safety

KEEPING
WAREHOUSE
WORKERS
INJURY-FREE
implementation of the procedures
that fails.
6)

Chemicals-

Chemicals can be expensive, and
workers in some industries may
never know when they’ll need to
use a certain chemical again in the
future. Before you know it, you
have all these chemicals no one
wants or needs,” “There’ll be
literally hundreds of chemicals on
the shelves.
7)

Shipping products in accordance with

Confined spaces

Confined spaces can present a
number of hazards. Many tragedies
involving confined spaces have
occurred because an employer
didn’t issue a permit or failed to
carry out a risk assessment. In one
scenario We encountered, a
confined space’s hazardous
atmosphere wasn’t assessed
properly because the equipment
being used was out of date. A fire
broke out.It's a logistical balancing
act, but you don't have to do it
alone. How We Can Help
Warehouse experts help
businesses like yours understand
how to keep your workers safe in a
warehouse environment so you can
feel confident that you are:•
Protecting your employees and
capital investment.•

Storing and
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service level.
Training – Workers won’t inherently
know they have to do something a
certain way, It’s up to each organization
to appropriately train employees on
safety protocols. This training begins
upon hiring the new worker, when an
employer provides an introduction to
occupational safety and health,
including hazard recognition. The
training should continue under the
specific department in which the new
employee will work. Afterward, regular
refresher training is necessary.•

Know

the purpose of the training, and ensure
the appropriate training is given for
each individual worker based on his or
her needs. After the training, monitor
and supervise the workers to check
whether they’re applying it
appropriately.
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Features

WAREHOUSE DIMENSIONING:
MAXIMIZING PROFIT FROM RECEIVING TO
SHIPPING

"As e-commerce continues to demand faster and faster perfection, the
face of warehousing is changing. Accurate dimensional data is ground
zero for improving warehousing processes. It enables all other systems
and software to function as they should, leading to increased profit and
efficiency..."

U

sing dimensioning systems throughout
warehousing processes establishes the
foundation to counteract costs and stretch
savings They can also mitigate common
issues that prevent warehouses from
fulfilling e commerce customers desire to
receive the perfect order and typically
smaller orders in less time using fewer
resources
This article explores the advantages of
using a dimensioning system through each
aspect of warehousing to alleviate
warehouse operational expenses
particularly in relation to e commerce
.

-

,

,

.

,

-
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Receiving new SKUs

Manual receiving operations
are prone to mistakes Slow measuring and
weighing of items can be inaccurate due to
human error and tediousness and the results
can often be recorded inaccurately

Problem/Cost:

.

,

.

By measuring small parcels
and items with Nido static dimensioning
systems employees can instantly receive data
that verifies the product and indicates its
proper slotting and storage With this system
warehouse companies can increase their
volume of SKUs more efficiently while reducing
time and manpower costs

Solution/Savings:

,

.

,

.
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“Irregularly-shaped items, such as medical devices,
pharmaceuticals, apparel, hardware, and consumer goods, can be
measured with great precision using the infrared sensing
technology of the Cubiscan 325. A mobile cart and useful
accessories such as a portable power supply are available to
create a completely mobile cubing, weighing, and identification
workstation..."
Selecting the correct size of carton

Slotting SKUs Accurately

which ensures that products are assigned to
the most appropriate storage method and
optimizes the process of picking often takes
a lot of time and brainpower While slotting
can minimize product oss occurring from
heavy merchandise crushing lighter
products estimations can be problematic

When employees estimate what
size of box to place an item in a variety of problems
can arise By using a box that is too large the
company could pay to ship air as well as waste
money and resources on void fillers and packing
materials If the box is not large enough processes
slow down when the item needs to be removed
and repacked

Solution/Savings: Irregularly

Solution/Savings: An optionally

Problem/Cost: The process of slotting

Problem/Cost:

,

,

,

.

,

,

.

shaped items
such as medical devices pharmaceuticals
apparel hardware and consumer goods
can be measured with great precision using
the infrared sensing technology of the
Cubiscan 325 A mobile cart and useful
accessories such as a portable power supply
are available to create a completely mobile
cubing weighing and identification
workstation Using the Cubiscan 325 enables
employees to make better slotting decisions
by knowing the exact dimensions and
nesting capabilities of SKUs all while
creating a more efficient process
-

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

conveyorized
dimensioning system such as the Nido s Capella
Dynamic DWS System is useful for on demand box
making It is capable of measuring boxes and
irregularly shaped objects with high precision and
can be used as a stand alone unit or can be
installed in an in line configuration with auxiliary
conveyors Measuring items quickly and accurately
enables employees to spend less effort selecting
the correct box the first time Companies can also
reduce the hassles which come with managing a
large box inventory
-

,

'

,

-

.

-

,

-

“

-

,

”

.

.

.

,

.

It’s critical for inventory management
systems to know the correct size of items
for the rest of the processes to work
properly. Dimensioning systems are the
first step to saving money, and the Nido's
Static Dimensioning and Weighing
System has no competition in terms of
accuracy or capability.

Check Weighing for Order Verification

Manual order inspections increase
time and labour costs
Solution/Savings: After a SKU s weight has been
calculated by a dimensioning system and uploaded
to the warehouse management system the data
can be used to verify picking The warehouse
management system calculates how much each
carton should weigh based on its size and each of
the items it contains A Dimensioning and
Weighing System can help detect anomalies and
support compliance as well as prevent loss
Problem/Cost:

.

’

,

.

.

,
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stay within weight limits while making the best
use of space
.

Decrease Shipping Expenses

Without correct dimensional data
expensive mistakes happen
Solution/Savings: Because carriers use
dimensional weight billing a shipper sending a
large low density package needs to determine
Nirav Doshi, Managing Director,
both the package s actual weight and its
Nido Machineries Pvt Ltd.
dimensional weight which takes into account the
package s length width and height The higher of
Building a Pallet–Fast and Sturdy Problem/Cost:
the two becomes the factor for the freight charge
Load instability can lead to substantial loss and
With precise dimensional data shippers can avoid
safety issues
chargebacks from carriers because they re
Solution/Savings: By using dimensioning systems
calculating their parcels correctly Another
to collect data and then transfer that data to the
advantage of collecting dimensional data is that
warehouse management system determining how
shippers can estimate carrier charges That
items should be arranged on the pallet is a quick
enables companies to decrease shipping expenses
and painless process Employees can clearly see
by rate shopping
which larger and heavier items should be placed on
In the world of e commerce it s absolutely critical
the bottom and which smaller and lighter items
to have confidence in your dimensions
should be stacked on top
You need to know what they are or you can t
reduce costs
Problem/Cost:

,

.
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,

,

-

’
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.
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Cube out a Truck or Trailer
Problem/Cost:

efficiency

Inaccurate data reduces load

Improve Customer Relationships

.

Solution/Savings: When a dimensioning system

like the Cubiscan 325 collects product data about
items in an order the warehouse management
system can more effectively help with generating
load setups for trailers Whether a warehouse is
shipping irregularly shaped products cases full
pallets or a mix of those configurations accurate
data quickly feeds into the appropriate software
which then determines how to load the truck to
,

.

,

,

’

,

,

,

Problem/Cost:

Poor data means losing

customers
Solution: Accurate data improves the service you
can provide to customers For example customers
can be confident that they re being charged fairly
for shipping costs when the dimensional data is
noted on invoices They can also improve their
own operations when they use that information in
their processes
.

.

,

’

.

.

Conclusion
As e-commerce continues to demand faster
"In the world of e-commerce, it’s
absolutely critical to have confidence
in your dimensions. You need to know
what they are, or you can’t reduce
costs..."
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and faster perfection, the face of warehousing
is changing. Accurate dimensional data is
ground zero for improving warehousing
processes. It enables all other systems and
software to function as they should, leading to
increased profit and efficiency.
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THE

F

MAJOR TYPES OF WAREHOUSES

ulfillment Centers: Fulfillment
centers are third-party-operated
warehouses to which companies
outsource their incoming orders
for fulfillment. The center takes
the onus of receiving, processing,
and shipping the order to the end
customer. They can be equipped
with specialized material handling
equipment, robotics, and
automation for faster order
fulfillment services.
Benefits of these kinds of
warehouses are:
Retailers without adequate space
can skip the complexity of finding
and renting warehouse space.
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Costs are kept predictable, as
businesses pay only for the services
they use, i.e., if the business is slow,
the costs go down and vice-versa.
With the framework to ship and
deliver orders to any part of the
country, retailers can extend their
customer reach without undue
capital investment.
Outsourcing order fulfillment can
help companies concentrate on their
core competencies, such as design,
marketing, and selling their
products.
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Warehouses
Con solidation Cent ers: These centers

receive goods from different suppliers and
merge them into larger and more economical
shipping loads to be transported to the
customer or onto a production line. The
consolidated goods may also go through
regional distribution centers before reaching
the stores. These centers are strategically
located to service the needs of an urban area
with tight logistical constraints.

machines that increase efficiency and productivity for
shorter lead times.
Benefits of these kinds of warehouses are:

They require a relatively low investment of capital from
businesses as they only do sorting.They can process a
higher volume of products in a shorter space of time,
which leads to quick delivery.Sorting machines can
perform repetitive tasks accurately.They are capable of
handling the most diverse range of products compared
to the other warehouses.

Benefits of these kinds of warehouses are:

Collaborative scheduling allows companies to
lower shipping costs by leveraging transport
costs with other companies and pooling
shipments together. Reduces product handling
since the only moving involved is loading or
unloading. Using fewer trucks results in less
fuel emissions and expenditure.

Reverse Logistics Cen ters: Reverse logistics centers

provide services of planning, implementing, and
controlling the efficient and cost-effective flow of the
defective or unwanted items from the point of
consumption to the point of origin.

When a returned

product arrives at a reverse logistics center, it gets
checked and gets either repackaged, repaired, recycled,
or disposed of.
Benefits of these kinds of warehouses are: Improved

Distribution Centers: These centers receive

and store products in bulk from various
manufacturers and help in breaking the bulk.
This function is performed in order to redistribute to retailers and wholesalers or
directly to consumers.
Benefits of these kinds of warehouses are:

level of customer satisfaction and corporate image, as
customers prefer to buy from sources with return
policies. Help in identifying ways to recycle, resell, or
reuse. This, in turn, optimizes the disposing process,
which would otherwise result in goods going to a landfill.
Help in recapturing value by sorting products that can be
resold or reused.

Distribution centers help free up a company’s
valuable time and capital as they eliminate
the need to invest in warehouse space,
technology, and staff. Using a third-party
distribution center helps companies benefit
from their experience and expertise.
Distribution centers can also serve as docking
centers where goods of the same destination
are grouped and packed together. Distribution
centers break up bulk orders, so retailers don’t
need to hold a large amount of stock. This
helps retailers save on holding costs and
reduces risk if something doesn’t sell as
expected.

Automated Warehouses: Automated warehouses are

facilities whose daily operations have been optimized
with the implementation of technologies such as AI and
robotics. These warehouses promote a safer work
environment as there is less manual labor involved
because technologies perform repetitive tasks.
Consequently, equipping your warehouse with
automation has become one of the most effective ways
to boost ROI because of reduced labor demands and
improved accuracy. Benefits of these kinds of
warehouses are:Labor costs saved from the automation
of manual tasks.Providing a safer working environment
for workers as it takes over the hazardous tasks, which
leads to fewer accidents.Speeding up the product

Sortation Centers:

retrieval and order fulfillment process.

Sortation centers are
warehouses where
goods are collected
from all over the country
and sorted on the basis
of their end destination.
These centers provide
an efficient and reliable
distribution of packets,
parcels, and documents.
Moreover, these new
generation sortation
centers are equipped
with the latest
technologies, such as
automated sorting
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Conversation

BHISHEK PRAKASH, CHIEF OF LOGISTIC
SYSTEMS, BEUMER INDIA PVT. LTD.

A

“The one thing that the fastest growing customers have in
common is that they are the ones who have embraced ecommerce as more than just a trend. They are the
businesses that have looked at aligning the whole business
around an omnichannel approach, to fulfil all types of sales,
with home delivery and click-and-collect options alongside
traditional retail stores.."
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"We recently worked closely with Indian company, Future Supply
Chain, with the integrating of systems in their new warehouse
(High Speed Cross Belt Sorter system - Mihan, Nagpur - YouTube),
and we are also developing a similar project with one of India’s
biggest e-commerce companies at present...”
What are your best-known

,

solutions/products/services?

We re best known for integrating our multiple
automated systems into bespoke end to end
solutions This means our customers get the
benefit of our ability to integrate advanced
automated conveying storage and retrieval
sorting picking packing and shipping
technologies all linked and working in synergy
Multi function solutions like this typically have
capacity of up to 40 000 items per hour so
seamless workflow is key to achieving
optimisation Another way we ensure smooth
optimised workflow is that each segment of the
process can be controlled by BEUMER Group s
BG Flow warehouse control system WCS This
gives a clear overview of every section and item
within the system provides centralised control
and importantly it automatically calculates the
optimum routing for each item Because
integration is such a cornerstone for us we also
ensure that the BG Flow can be linked with
further products and systems that might be
developed in the future We recently worked
closely with Indian company Future Supply
Chain with the integrating of systems in their
new warehouse High Speed Cross Belt Sorter
system Mihan Nagpur YouTube and we are
also developing a similar project with one of
India s biggest e commerce companies at
present
“

’

-

-

.

,

,

largely retailers in sectors such as fashion
consumer electronics FMCG lifestyle products
and now even grocery which is an area that for
a long time people thought could not be
automated to higher efficiency The one thing
that the fastest growing customers have in
common is that they are the ones who have
embraced e commerce as more than just a
trend They are the businesses that have looked
at aligning the whole business around an
omnichannel approach to fulfil all types of sales
with home delivery and click and collect options
alongside traditional retail stores
The COVID 19 pandemic has been a major
catalyst in the development of e commerce
offerings We have seen huge transformation in
online retailing in recent years and the demands
of the pandemic have pushed that even further
In terms of innovation it s a very exciting time for
the industry
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Which industry sectors are your customers
in, and which ones are growing fastest?
“

What are your most recent product
innovations?

Our Warehouse Control System WCS is our way
of building innovation into every solution
enabling as yet unknown tech to be integrated
in future From the start we do not just adapt the
extant customer processes to fit the WCS but we
adapt the WCS to fit the customer s
requirements We can integrate automated
solutions from other suppliers whilst adding the
flexibility to handle future demand for system
growth and change
“

(

)

,

-
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,

.

Our warehouse and logistics customers are
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"The COVID-19 pandemic has been a major catalyst in the development of ecommerce offerings. We have seen huge transformation in online retailing in
recent years, and the demands of the pandemic have pushed that even further. In
terms of innovation, it’s a very exciting time for the industry.”.."

This factors in the rapid growth of warehouse
automation and unleashes greater potential
for optimising as many processes as
possible Robotic technology is a great
example In warehousing robotics tech is still
in its infancy but the scope for its
deployment is seemingly limitless so for
BEUMER Group it is very important that
future examples of this new technology will
work with our systems We have been
developing our automated sortation
processes for some time but we are now
seeing robotics used in container tipping to
pick and place units working to singulate
inbound bulk items We are also developing
robot inductions to handle bulk items from
roll cages and trucks This gives benefits such
as exact alignment and spacing on the
conveyor smoothing flow and eliminating
manual handling
,

.

.

,

,

.

,
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automation a necessity Larger scale
intralogistics operations can reap great
benefits from Automated Storage and
Retrieval ASRS and high speed multi shuttles
in the storage and picking function and loop
and pouch systems for sortation These will
automate core processes while simultaneously
sorting multiple flow routes from in feed
through to despatch However automation is
not a panacea it won t fix everything by itself
It is important to take a holistic approach and
invest in the people who form the operational
logistics team It is also imperative to take into
account the individual characteristics of the
business so that the selection of automation is
optimal What kinds of goods are being
handled Is there a mix What fulfilment
methods will be used How much can
volumes fluctuate How much warehousing
space is available How much growth
consider can we predict These are all
questions that BEUMER Group consider
.
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What are the major trends and

,

?

.”

developments affecting your category
and your customers, and how are you

What’s your strategy for succeeding in the

responding?

current climate?

As we said earlier in this regard
Next day delivery used to be an impressive
promise but customers now expect it as a
minimum Service levels are a major priority
for retailers with many aiming not just to
react fast but to actually anticipate sales with
demand sensing via machine learning
technology embedded in social media for
example Harnessing the sales potential of e
commerce also means huge spikes in sales
volumes are to be expected Because of this
retailers no require unprecedented levels of
speed flexibility and accuracy which makes
.
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Our strategy has been to focus on integration
not just linking a wide range of products
together but to integrate the resulting
physical system into the overarching IT which
provides a robust base for future development
and growth We customise our solutions for
each customer to reflect their unique
requirements
“

,

,

Can you tell us about any of recent
customer contracts and how you helped
the customer meet their challenges?

The Indian third party supply chain and
logistics company Future Supply Chain took
“

-

,
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"Our strategy has been to focus on integration; not just
linking a wide range of products together, but to
integrate the resulting physical system into the
overarching IT which provides a robust base for future
development and growth. We customise our solutions for
each customer to reflect their unique requirements.."

on BEUMER Group to deploy our WCS to
support its state of the art warehouse
operation in order to optimise its end to end
logistics business warehouse and
distribution operators to grow with the
market The BG Flow WCS links the existing
warehouse management system with all the
automated equipment working in the
warehouse The WCS then smooths inbound
and outbound flows picking packing
labelling and even shipping In this way
smarter routing can optimise the entire
system We also worked on a similarly high
end project for the Polish automotive parts
and components supplier Inter Cars at its
European Logistics Centre near Warsaw This
incorporated a pick by light system to
optimise its inventory of some 7 million
items We have supported NIKE s China
Logistics Centre since designing and
implementing their system in 2012 which
helps NIKE to drive continuous growth and
sustainability in their distribution centre
-

-

-
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requirements of our customers particularly in e
commerce

,

.

Can you tell us about any areas where you’re
currently making technical advances?

We believe the future of software architecture is
to provide a robust framework for future
integration to keep systems operationally
relevant We continue to invest in a flexible and
dynamic IT structure which enables integration
with diverse and future
interfaces
“
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Could you please share your views on the
Warehousing & Intralogistics sector for our
magazine readers?

Historically India has been very dependent on
its labour and it has not suffered from the
shortages of labour that many other nations
contend with However the challenge is that
market demands are developing beyond what is
physically possible for humans to fulfil As
intralogistics becomes increasingly labour
intensive businesses are waking up to the
possibilities of automation and the industry has
matured very quickly There is a growing
appreciation for the dependability and
efficiency that automation offers and how it
supports

“

,

.

,

.

,

What’s the latest news from your
company?

,

.

BEUMER Group is launching some new
automation technology in 2021 and
developing new products to answer the
“

,
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